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Abstract - This paper shows that the performance of
the Hopfield network for solving optimization problems
can be improved by a varied beam search algorithm.
The algorithm varies the beam search size and beam
intensity during the network relaxation process. It
consists of two stages: increasing the beam search parameters in the flrst stage and then decreasing them
in the second stage. The purpose of using such a
scheme is to provide the network with a better chance
to And more and better solutions. A large number of
simulation results based on 200 randomly generated
city distributions of the lC-city traveling salesman p m b lem demonstrated that it is capable of increasing the
percentage of valid tows by 28.3% and reducing the
error rate by 40.8%, compared to the original Hopfield
network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Hopfield network [l]provides a neural network approach for optimization problems. Its architecture consists of a twedimensional connected neural network in
which the l i k i n g strengths between neurons are determined based on the constraints and solution criteria of the
optimization problem to be solved. A solution is achieved
after the network is relaxed and reaches a stable state.
This procedure was demonstrated by solving the traueling salesman pmblem (TSP) [l]. Since then there has
been increased interest in the Hopfield network from various research fields. Much research work has been devoted
to studying the theoretical aspects of the model [2]-[11].
However, there are still some basic problems with the
Hopfield network as a tool for solving optimization problems. Wilson and Pawley [Z] reported that the Hopfield model often generated invalid or poor solutions when
tested on a wider range of TSP instances. In the past
decade, many efforts have been made to improve the performance of the Hopfield model in terms of validity and
quality of solutions. Brandt et al. [3] and Aiyer et al.
[4] modified the energy function to enforce stricter constraints for valid solutions to improve convergence. Li [5]
combined the Hopfield network with the “augmented Lagrange multipliers” algorithm from optimization theory,
capable of improving convergence and quality but requiring many more iterations. Catania et al. [6] applied a
fuzzy approach to tune the parameters of the network. Al-
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though these approaches have demonstrated improvement
of performance, most of them were empirically tested on
only a single or a small number of TSP city distributions,
without reporting general performance on a large number
of city distributions.
Despite progress, the Hopfield model is still not yet efficient and robust, and it needs more improvements before
being successfully applied to a wider spectrum of optimization problems. One problem is the inconsistent performance, which is usually better for simple city distributions, but poor for those with complex topologies and multiple clusters. Another problem is that the performance
is sensitive to the choice of parameters in the energy function. In previous work, we addressed these problems by
proposing a rescaling scheme to reduce clustering effects
[9], and proposing a new relaxation procedure to reach a
smoother relaxation process [lo], which have been shown
capable of significantly improving performance based on
a large number of simulations.
In this work we propose a varied beam search procedure which dynamically varies beam search parameters
to achieve a smoother searching process so that the network can find more and better solutions. It overcomes
the drawbacks of a previously proposed f i e d beam search
[ll] while still keeping beam search’s advantages that allow the network to explore a wider spectrum of potential solutions. The varied beam search enables a smooth
transition between different searching phases by gradually increasing the beam search parameters (size and intensity) in the early stage and then smoothly decreasing
them (instead of using a fixed set of parameters through
the whole process). This approach has been tested with
a large number (20,000 per parameter setting) of simulations based on 200 randomly generated city distributions
of the IO-cityTSP. The results indicate that it is capable
of improving performance significantly: 28.3%increase in
the percentage of d i d tours and 40.8% decrease in error
rate, compared to the original Hopfield network. It can
also significantly outperform the fixed beam search.
11. BASICS OF HOPFIELD NETWORK

The Hopfield network [l] consists of a two-dimensional
linked neuron matrix. For an N-city TSP, there are
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where Z L ~is the amplification parameter that reflects the
steepness of the activation function.

N x N fully connected neurons in the network, in which
the row index represents the city and the column index
represents the order of city in a tour. The constraints and
the cost of the TSP are represented by an energy function, which determines the connecting weights between
neurons. Hopfield's original energy function for an N-city
TSP is given by [l]:
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Hopfield and Tank [l] showed that the network is guaranteed to converge to a local minimum in the case of symmetric (Wx;,yj = W y j , x i ) weights.
111. VARIED BEAM SEARCH

VxiVxj

The beam search with fixed parameters [ll]keeps the
top M activated neurons (M is called beom size) at a
N
N
N
N
N
similar activation level in the early phase of relaxation to
c
V X ~ V Y ~ + ~ ( ~ ~ V X ~ - give
- N O
~
the) network
opportunity to explore altemative (POi=1 X = 1 Y = l , Y # X
x=1 i = l
tentially better) solutions. The mechanism t o achieve this
effect is to readjust the top M neurons with the highest
activation in each column after each iteration, so that all
the M neurons have a similar opportunity of being activated in the next iteration.
where X, Y are row indices, and i, j are column indices,
Vxi is the activation for neuron (X,i),
and d x y is the
If V ~ ~ i , V x ~ i . . . V
denote
x ~ i the top M activated neudistance between cities X and Y. The first three terms
can be
rons in column i, then their average activation
enforce the constraints for a valid tour, and the last term calculated wine
represents the cost function for obtaining a short tour.
The value of each parameter (A, B, C, and D)measures
the importance of the corresponding term. Each neuron
(X,i) has an input value Uxi and an activation (output)
The beam search algorithm readjusts activation V.,i
value Vxi. The connecting weight between neuron (X, i)
t o a new value Vi*i (s = 1,2...M) using the formula:
and ( Y , j )is set according to:
X = l i = l j=l,j#i
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-C - Ddxv(6j,i+1 + 6j,i-i)

(2)

where bij is equal to 1 if i = j , and equal to 0 otherwise.
Each neuron (X, i) is also connected to an external input
bias: I x i = CN,. Before the relaxation of the network,
the initial value of each Uxi is set to be a constant value
CL, Vxi = A') and
(determined by the condition: Ci,l
is then perturbed with small random noise to break the
symmetry of the network. During relaxation, each neuron updates its input and activation value based on the
weighted activations of other neurons and its own value.
at iteration step (n+f) is given
The input value U,$':1)
by:
U$:') = U(")
X i + AVxi
(3)
where U%) is the value at iteration step (n). The value
of AUxi is given by the following equation:
N

N

+

AUxi = (-5
T

+ Ixi)(")At

Wxi,ujV~j

(4)

Y = 1 j=1

where T ( = RC) is the time constant of an RC circuit and
was set to be 1.0 by Hopfield and Tank [l]. The activation V r ' ) at iteration step (n+f) is then determined
by
through an activation (output) function. In the
Hopfield network, the activation function is the hyperbolic
tangent function:

UF"
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+ (1.0 - a)(Vx,; -vi)

(7)

where a is a parameter (beam intensity) which controls
the amount of readjustment and thus determines how similar the M activations are after readjustment. The value
for a is in the range from 0.0 to 1.0. When a = 0.0,
Vi,i = V,y.i, i.e.,-there is no readjustment. When
a = 1.0, V i a i = Vi, there is total readjustment (i.e.,
equalizing all the M activations). When 0.0 < a < 1.0,
Vi,i is between V,ya4and
there is a partial readjustment. Using a continuous parameter a as a way t o control the search can be considered as a graded beam search.
The beam search stops after L iterations and the network
continues to relax normally until converging.

vi,

In the fixed beam search [ll],the values of beam size M
and beam intensity a are fixed through the whole beam
search process. Although it has been shown t o improve
performance compared to a network without beam search,
it has the following drawbacks: (i). It does not allow a
smooth transition between beam search and non-beamsearch phases. (ii). If M and a are too large, the beam
search effect could be strong enough in the early relaxation phase to overshadow the network dynamics itself,
and thus affect the formation of good solution prototypes.
Also large parameters at the end of relaxation will cause
a smaller convergence rate because it can weaken previously formed good solution prototypes. (iii). If M and a
are too small, only a small fraction of the positive effects
of beam search can be included in the relaxation process.
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The purpose of the proposed varied beam search is to
overcome the above drawbacks and yet keep the advantages of the beam search by a more flexible parameter
setting scheme. It allows beam size and intensity to vary
during relaxation. The parameters increase gradually
to avoid too much deformation on the network dynamics in the early phase of relaxation. They also decrease
smoothly during the transition from beam search to nonbean-search phases in the later beam search phase.
In this approach, beam search phases are characterized
by the following beam search iteration parameters: L;
(initial), L, (middle), L f (final), with the constraint L; <
L, < L f . The corresponding values for beam size are M;,
M,, and M f ;
and those values for beam intensity are a i ,
a,, and af.
Beam search starts at iteration L = Li,
with beam size
M = Mi and intensity a = a;. Then as L increases, both
M and a increase linearly until M = M , and a = a ,
when L reaches L,. This is the first phase, or increasing
phase. From the point L = L,, both M and a start decreasing linearly until M = M f and a = a f when L = Lf.
This is the second phase, or decreasing phase. The values
of these parameters are determined empirically through a
large number of simulations, as will he shown in the next
section.
The following is the formula of calculating M for a given

L.

reliable conclusion when comparing two algorithms, compared to previous studies (e.g., [l],[2]) using a small number (10 or fewer) of city distributions. The reason is that
the performance of an algorithm usually depends on the
topology in a city distribution, and different algorithms
may favor different topologies. Using a large number of
city distributions reduces this effect and allows a better
evaluation.
In our simulation, 100 runs were conducted for each
of the 200 city distributions. For each of the 100 runs,
different random noise was added to the initial neuron
activations. For each fixed set of parameters (dt, UO, L,,
M,, a,, etc.), the quantities to he evaluated (e.g., percentage of valid tours, error rate) are first averaged over
100 runs for each city distribution, and then averaged over
the entire 200 city distributions. Thus for each parameter
setting, 20,000 runs are needed to obtain a simulation result. We experimented with different sets of 20,000 runs
for a fixed set of parameters. The results show that the
variations are small enough to give stable evaluations on
estimated quantities.
We used the original energy function of the Hopfield
network in the simulation. All the parameters in the energy function are those used by Hopfield and Tank [l]:
A = B = D = 500, C = 200, NO = 15. The value of dt
in Eq. (4) is set to he lo@', and the value of uo in Eq.
( 5 ) is set a t 0.02. The fraction of random noise in the initial values of neurons is set to be 0.001. We tried several
different values for the fraction in the range from 0.0001
to 0.01. The performance of the network is only slightly
sensitive to this parameter, and the result using 0.001 is
slightly better than the others.

A similar formula for a is given by

During the beam search (L; 5 L 5 L f ) ,M and a are
updated after each iteration using formulas (8) and (9).
All neuron activations in the network are then adjusted
using formula (7). All the other parameters, formulas
and procedures described in section I1 are kept exactly
the same except for replacing V..; by Vi,i.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed varied beam search
has been evaluated through a large number of simulations based on 200 randomly generated 10-city TSP city
distributions (including wide varieties of topologies). Using a large number of city distributions can draw a more
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The performance of w i e d beam search was evaluated
by comparing it to the original Hopfield network (without
beam search) and the fixed beam search method [ll].We
have experimented with a large number of different combinations of parameter settings to evaluate the impact of
each parameter on performance. Due to the large number
of parameters (9 parameters in formulas (8) and (9)) and
many more possible combinations, we focused on those
parameters which have the most impact on performance.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show how the percentage of valid tours
and error rate (W)vary with different middle beam sizes
M,, and compare them to the original Hopfield network
(no heam search) and the fixed beam search. Other parameters are k e d at Li = 0, L , = 100, L f = 200,
Mi = M f = 1, ai = 0.0, a , = 0.1, af = 0.0 (The
reason for choosing these values is because they gave an
approximate overall best results in terms of both quality
and convergence after trying a large number of combinations).

The beam search starts at the beginning of relaxation
(Z; = 0), with initial beam size Mi = 1 and initial beam
intensity ai = 0.0. As iteration Z increases, both beam
size M and beam intensity a increase linearly until M =
M , and a = 0.1 when L = 100. After this point, both
M and a decrease linearly until M = 1 and (Y = 0.0 when
z = 200.

A: Vaned Beam Search
8: Fixed Beam Search

Nuol;d,i he

the number of valid tours among the total of

Nt,t,,I,; runs, and V a l i d , be defined by

The error rate (%) shown in Fig. 2 is calculated as follows. For city distribution i , the error of a valid tour j is
defined by
= di.j - di.wtin-1
(12)
di,optimal
where di,j is the tour length of a valid tour j and d,,opt;,al
is the optimal (shortest) tour length of the city distribution i. The error for city distribution i is the averaged
error over all valid tours:

Figure 1: Valid vs middle beam size M , using varied beam
search technique (Mi = MJ = l), compared to that without
using beam sear& and using fixed beam search.

The result in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show that varied beam
search is capable of improving the performance of the
Hopfield network. The percentage of valid tours increases
with M,. After M , > 5, it outperforms both “B” and
“C”. The improvement on the error rate is uniform across
all M , range, and is more significant when M , 2 3. The
largest improvement for V a l i d is 42.6% compared t o “C”
(31.8% vs 22.3%) and is 21.8% compared to “B’ (31.8% vs
26.1%) a t M , = 8. The largest improvement for Error
is 44.3% compared to “C” (3.37% vs 6.05%) and is 26.4%
compared to “B” (3.37% vs 4.58%) at M , = 4.

A: Varied Beam Search
B: Fixed Beam Search
C No Beam Search

-E
E

w

2

3

4

5

6

7

Middle Beam Size

8

9

Figure 2: Error vs middle beam size M , using varied beam
search technique (M, = M J = l), compared to that without
using beam search and using fixed beam search.
The percentage of valid tours displayed in Fig. 1 is defined as the weighted average percentage of d i d tours
t 200) city distributions:
over N c i t y ~ i a(=

Valid =

C,”_c”Di.*
Valid;
NcityDist

where V a l i d ; is the percentage of valid tours for city distribution i and is defined as follows. F~~each city dis.
tribution i,there are a total of NtOtar,;
(=loo) runs with
different initial innut values. The maximum number of
iterations allowed for each run is set to be 1000. If a valid
tour can not be reached within 1000 iterations, the network will stop and the tour is counted as invalid. Let
~~

~~~

~~~

~~~

--~

The error shown in the figure is the averaged error of
valid tours in all city distributions and is weighted by the
percentage of valid tours for each city distribution:

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show how V a l i d and ETTOTw r y with
middle beam intensity a, (with ai = at = 0.0 and all
other parameters being the same as for Fig. 1 and Fig.
2 except M , = 6). Fig. 3 shows that V a l i d is improved
when a, is in the range from 0.05 to 0.12. As a, hecomes larger, V a l i d drops dramatically ( V a l i d values for
a, > 0.15 are too small and not shown in Fig. 3). The improvement on Error is more uniform and stable in a wide
range. But if a, is too large (> 0.275), the performance
on Error becomes worse. The largest improvement for
Valid is 30.0% comoared to “C” (29.0% vs 22.3%) and is
11.1%compared t o “B” (29.0% vs 26.1%) at a, = 0.075.
The largest improvement for Errm is 59.5% compared
to “C” (2.45%VS 6.05%) and is 46.5% compared to “ B
(2.45% VS 4.58%) at a , = 0.275.

~~~~~~
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show how V a l i d and Error vary with
beam iterations L f (with L; = 0, L , = L f / 2 and all other
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parameters being the same as for Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 except
M,,, = 6). V a l i d is improved for a wide Lfrange. It starts
dropping slowly when Lf increases from 250. Error is
more sensitive t o L f than V a l i d . It decreases when L f
is changed from 100 to 150 and then starts increasing.
It is smaller than “B” and “C” until L f = 400. The
largest improvement for Valid is 28.3% compared to “C”
(28.6%vs 22.3%)and is 9.58%compared to “B” (28.6%vs
26.1%) at Lf = 200. The largest improvement for Error
is 44.1%compared to “C” (3.38%vs 6.05%) and is 26.2%
compared t o “B” (3.38%vs 4.58%) at L f = 150.
36

r

,

to that without using beam search. As compared t o the
fixed beam search, increases V a l i d increases by 9.58%
(28.6% vs 26.1%) and Error decreases by 21.8% (3.58%
vs 4.58%).

A: Varied Beam Search

s

s

I

C: No Beam Search

24

20

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Beam Search Iterations

Figure 5: Valid vs beam search iterations Lf using varied
beam search technique (Li = 0, L, = L / / 2 ) , compared to
that without using beam search and using k e d heam search.

24

20
18
0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

0.12 0.14 0.16
Middle Beam Intensity

A: Varied Beam Search
B: Fixed Beam Search

Figure 3: Valid vs middle beam intensity a, using varied
beam search technique (ai = a/ = O.O), compared to that
without using beam search and using fixed beam search.
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A; Vaned Beam Search
8: Fixed Beam Search
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100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Beam Search Iterations

E

W

4

t
0.05

.
0.1

Figure 6: Error vs beam search iterations L/ using w i e d
compared to
beam search technique (L; = 0, L, = Lf/2),
that without using beam search and using fired beam search.

-I
A ,

0.15
0.2 0.25
Beam Intensity

0.3

Figure 4: Error vs middle beam intensity a, using varied
beam search technique (ai = a/ = 0.0), compared to that
without using beam search and using fixed beam search.

-

The results in Fig. 1 Fig. 6 show that some parameter settings favor improvement on V a l i d while others
favor Error. The overall performance should consider
both measurements with a balanced parameter setting. A
quantified estimation on the improvement of varied beam
search can be given by choosing an approximately balanced setting: M , = 6, a, = 0.1, L f = 200. For this
setting, Valid increases by 28.3% (28.6% vs 22.3%) and
Error decreases by 40.8% (3.58% vs 6.05%), compared
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The above results show significant performance improvement by using varied beam search within a reasonable range of parameter settings. Its flexible scheme for
adjusting parameters enables it to overcome the drawbacks in fixed beam search while keeping the advantages
of beam search. Also note that the amount of improvement depends on the choice of parameter setting. For example, if middle beam size M , becomes too small, V a l i d
starts dropping (as shown in Fig. 1) because only a small
amount of the beam search’s positive effects is added t o
the network. V a l i d also becomes smaller if middle beam
intensity a becomes too large (as shown in Fig. 3). One
reason is that if a is too large, the activations of multiple neurons becomes too close so that the network could
reach a tour that still keeps multiple neurons activated
after the iteration timeout (which is counted as an invalid
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tour). Another negative effect of a large a value is that it
can distort much of the Hopfield network's dynamics and
thus affect the quality of converged solutions. If the parameters are set within a reasonable range, varied beam
search is able to improve the network performance because it takes advantage of the better searching capability
offered by beam search with flexibility while minimizing
the potential drawbacks.

S. Z. Li, "Improving Convergence and Solution Quality
of Hopfield-Type Neural Networks with Augmented Lagrange Multipliers", IEEE 'Ransoctions On Neuml Networks, Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 1507-1516, 1996.

V. SUMMARY

B. S. Cooper, 'Higher Order Neural Networks-Can they
help us Optimise?", Proceedings of the Sizth Austmlion
Conference on Neuml Networks (ACNN'95), pp. 29-32,

In this paper, we have proposed a varied beam search
approach for the Hopfield network to improve its relaxation process. This approach dynamically adjusts the
beam size and beam intensity during beam search. It
first sets those parameters at small values, and then gradually increases them as the relaxation proceeds. During
the later stage of the beam search, those parameters are
decreased gradually to make a smooth transition to the
non-heam-search phase. This approach is able to overcome the drawbacks of fixed beam search while keeping
the advantages of beam search. The performance of varied beam search and its dependence on middle beam size,
middle beam intensity, and beam search iterations were
evaluated using a large number of simulations (20,000 for
each parameter setting) based on 200 randomly generated city distributions of the l a c i t y TSP. The results
show that the varied beam search is capable of achieving
28.3%increase in the percentage of valid tours and 40.8%
decrease in error rate, compared to the original Hopfield
network without using beam search. It also outperformed
the fixed beam search, with a 9.58% increase in the percentage of valid tours and a 21.8% decrease in error rate.
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